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History, Methods, and 
Psychology of Illustrations 

in Children’s Literature

Kelsi Coleman



An Overview
This was a two-part project that included a research element and a 

creative element. The essay paper includes research in multiple areas 

within illustration in children’s literature including the history of how 

illustration has developed in children’s literature, some of the methods in 

which children’s illustrations are created, and the psychology behind the 

effects of illustration in children’s literature.

The second part of the project was the creation of a children’s book. 

This book is designed to educate readers on the basics of illustration 

methods and to inspire children to value creation and creativity!



Part 1: Research



Findings: History
General History

● Children were seen as miniature adults, books were created to reflect that
● Industrial Revolution (printing press) made mass production of books possible

○ New demand for children’s literature
● Began with censored fairy tales and nursery rhymes

○ Heavily moralistic
● Late-seventeenth century philosophers, educators, and researchers began to advocate for 

specific focus on meeting children’s needs
○ Children can learn from literature if they are having fun
○ Children must have creative elements of play for engagement



Findings: History
Important Illustrators

● George Cruikshank (1792-1878)
○ Political caricaturist who illustrated German Popular Stories and many Charles Dickens 

novels



Findings: History
Important Illustrators

● John Tenniel (1820-1914)
○ Political cartoonist who was inspired by Cruikshank, became the illustrator of Alice’s 

Adventures in Wonderland



Findings: History
Important Illustrators

● Edmund Evans (1826-1905)
○ Improvement of toy book from Victorian era
○ Brought on many artists to help create newly colorful art for these interactive books

 



Findings: History
Important Illustrators

● Walter Crane (1845-1915)
○ Worked with Evans to create thoughtful illustration styles that specifically appealed to 

children



Findings: History
Important Illustrators

● Edward Lear (1812-1888)
○ Created children’s books for the sole purpose of entertainment



Findings: History
Important Illustrators

● Beatrix Potter (1866-1943)
○ Set the bar for all children’s literature to follow, appealed to curiosity and imagination



Findings: History
Important Illustrators

● Lothar Meggendorfer (1847-1925)
○ Produced multidimensional moving books so that even children who can’t read can still 

interact with literature



Findings: History
Caldecott Award

● Randolph Caldecott (1846-1886) set new standard for the interaction between text and 
illustration

● Newberry award existed for the most distinguished American children’s book
● Caldecott award was created to commend most distinguished American picture book for 

children



Findings: Methods
History of Production Methods

● Storytelling through pictures goes back to cave painting
● First instance of widespread mass production of illustration came with the printing press

○ Woodcut frontispieces for cover pages
○ Woodcut was created by carving out negative spaces to create a stamp

● Lithography came next in 1796, sped up process from woodcutting
○ Discovered by German playwright Alois Senefelder
○ Uses chemical reaction between grease and water to create images



Findings: Methods
History of Production Methods

● Color printing was discovered by two separate men in the 1830s
○ Previously, color had to be added manually after black and white was printed
○ One method used multiple plates that aligned perfectly to print various colors to create 

a whole picture
○ Other method only used blue, yellow, red, and black ink and overlapped colors to create 

wide color spectrum
● Currently the most popular production methods are offset lithography and digital printing

○ Offset lithography is almost the same as lithography, just more efficient
○ Digital printing allows direct printing from computers, no need for printing plate



Findings: Methods
Mediums

● Paint
○ Watercolor, acrylic, oil

● Drawing
○ Pens, pencils, colored pencils

● Pastel
○ Chalk, oil

● Multimedia
○ Collage, digital, any blending



Findings: Methods
Significant Illustrators

● Eric Carle: Tissue paper collage
● Leo Lionni: Cut patterned paper collage
● Tommie DePaola: Acrylic paint
● Mitsumasa Anno: Watercolor and ink
● Patricia Polacco: Pencil and marker
● Chris Van Allsburg: Charcoal and pencil



Findings: Psychology
Comprehension and Recall

● Research study done in 2014 (Greenhoot, Beyer, Curtis) found that recall is enhanced through 
illustration

○ The pictures are most helpful when someone is guiding the child to make connections 
between text and picture, making explicit connections

○ Pictures also encourage more discussion and attentive listening
● Other studies support the idea that illustrations have significant value by encouraging 

interactions with books and helping children visualize



Findings: Psychology
Pictorial Thinking

● Picture books help introduce children to the idea of using pictures for communication of ideas
● Using pictures is a way to reach children “when they don’t have the language to express what 

they are experiencing” (Martin Salisbury)



Findings: Psychology
Creativity

● Illustrations helps children connect abstract thinking to concrete thinking
● Illustrations can inspire children to process the world and their experiences in a creative 

expression



Part 2: Illustratia
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